In birds, visual object discrimination performance is lateralized with a dominance of the right eye/left hemisphere. This asymmetry is induced by embryonic light stimulation. However, visually guided behavior, even during simple object distinction tasks, is composed of different behavioral and neural modules. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to test whether all neural subsystems involved in visual discriminations are lateralized in a similar way after prehatch visual stimulation. To examine this question, two behavioral paradigms were used which reveal complementary aspects of visually guided behavior. The first was the grain Á/grit discrimination task in which no left Á/right differences in the number of pecks, but significant differences in the number of grains can be found. Therefore, grain Á/grit discrimination reveals visuoperceptual performance but not visuomotor speed. The contrary seems to be the case for a successive pattern discrimination with a VR32 schedule. Here, the hemispheres do not differ with respect to discrimination accuracy but with regard to the number of pecks emitted. Thus, successive pattern discrimination with lean VR schedules reveals hemispheric differences in visuomotor speed without testing visuoperceptual performance. Using these two paradigms a group of light and a group of dark incubated pigeons were tested. The results show that dark incubated birds evinced no asymmetry in any measure while light incubated ones were right-eye dominant in both variables. However, light incubation induced a visual left hemispheric dominance by modulating two different processes, a left-hemispheric increase of visuoperceptual processes; and a right-hemispheric decrease for visuomotor speed. Taken together these data show that embryonic light stimulation elicits visual lateralization by differently modulating visuoperceptual and visuomotor systems in both hemispheres. #
Introduction
The avian visual system is asymmetrically organized. Studies in various avian species revealed a superiority of the right eye for experiments which require the birds to distinguish between different visual objects [7, 18, 31, 42] , to memorize hundreds of abstract patterns [6] , or to infer a higher-order rule from serial visual color reversals [2] . If using object-cues or absolute distance measures during orientation in small-scale [32, 40] or large-scale environments [41] chicks and pigeons also reach higher levels of performance when viewing with the right eye. In contrast, their left eye system predominantly responds to geometry-based topographical cues and has an advantage for social recognition [40, 42] . Since optic fibers cross completely at the optic chiasm, these behavioral asymmetries probably arise due to a cerebral dominance of the contralateral hemisphere for the tasks tested.
There is strong evidence, that the behavioral left Á/ right differences closely correlate with neuroanatomical asymmetries of the two major ascending visual projections: the tectofugal and the thalamofugal pathway. These projections are known to correspond, respectively, to the extrageniculocortical and the geniculocortical systems in mammals [12] . In chicks an asymmetrical organization of the thalamofugal pathway has been reported with more projections from the left thalamus to the right visual forebrain, than vice versa [37] . In pigeons, structural asymmetries of the tectofugal pathway have been found with morphological differences between left and right tectofugal structures [11,26Á/28] , a higher degree of bilateral representation on the left side of the tectofugal pathway [15] , and a prominent left Á/right difference in the transcommissural interactions over midbrain commissures [24] .
A considerable number of studies report that in chicks and pigeons visual lateralization is triggered by light exposure of the embryo in the egg shortly before hatch. Avian embryos take an asymmetrical posture with the head being turned to the right such that the right eye receives proportionately more light through the translucent shell, while the left eye is covered by the body [25] . This asymmetrical light stimulation is effective to modulate synaptic patterns of the ascending pathways during a short time window prior to and shortly after hatching. If birds are incubated and hatched under dark conditions, the usual lateralization pattern disappears [10, 33] . The direction of lateralization can even be reversed by experimentally closing the right eye to light shortly before hatch in chicks [34] or thereafter in pigeons [27] . Together with the behavioral asymmetries, also the anatomical left Á/right differences can be reversed or altered depending on the experimental manipulations of the light stimulation. These experimental interventions have to be performed before hatch in chicks and thereafter in pigeons [10, 26, 27, 35, 36] .
Light stimulation asymmetry during early ontogeny could induce a left hemisphere dominance for object discrimination by increasing performance of left hemisphere processes, by decreasing those of the right, or by differently adjusting distinct neural circuits on both sides. We tested these alternatives by testing dark-and light incubated pigeons in two visual experiments which both yield a right eye advantage but probably tap different kinds of visual processes. One of them was grit Á/grain discrimination in which the animals have to peck within 30 s, a small number of grains from a trough filled with grit resembling the grains in color and shape [17] . Since not the number of pecks, but the number of grains eaten differs between left and right monocular conditions, visual asymmetry as tested in grain Á/grit discrimination seems to largely depend on the discrimination accuracy and not on visuomotor speed [17, 27] . This is different from successive pattern discriminations using lean variable ratio schedules like VR32 [9] . Here, the animals have to distinguish the correct pattern right at the beginning of a trial, but their reinforcement success largely depends on their speed of pecking. Consequently, their right eye superiority is due to the number of pecks emitted, while the two monocular conditions generally do not differ with respect to the discrimination scores [9, 13, 16, 18] . Thus, pattern discrimination with these VR schedules seems mainly to disclose an asymmetry in visuomotor speed.
Using these two behavioral paradigms, we, therefore, aimed to analyze how embryonic light stimulation influences visuoperceptual and visuomotor processes and thereby affects visual lateralization.
Methods

Animals and incubation conditions
Fertilized eggs from eight pairs of breeding homing pigeons (Columba livia ) were incubated in two still-air incubators adjusted at the same temperature (38.3 8C) and humidity (60 Á/75%) but varying with regard to their light conditions. One of them permanently received external neon light through an acrylic glass window whereas the counterpart was opaque and kept in darkness throughout the entire period of incubation. Since pigeons usually lay two eggs within 48 h, each was treated disparately to balance genetic influences. The intensity of illumination at the level of the eggs was 196 lx as measured with a EE&G 450 photometer. The eggs were turned automatically and could be inspected easily (light condition) or with a dimmed torch not pointed onto the shell but past it (dark condition). After hatching, the nestlings were banded and swapped with the corresponding artificial eggs the breeding birds were sitting on. There were a total of 11 birds remaining alive until adulthood (seven dark-incubated and four lightincubated birds) which could be taken over into the behavioral tests. In addition there was a smaller group of birds (four dark, four light incubated) which were tested identically in a preliminary, previous study [10] . Although both a grain Á/grit and a successive pattern discrimination task had been conducted in this former experiment, only the results of the first behavioral procedure had been reported. Since, therefore, the pigeons had been treated and tested in an identical way, the two data sets were pooled to constitute a group of 11 dark-and eight light-incubated pigeons.
Grit Á/grain discrimination
Prior to the actual discrimination test the animals were anesthetized with Equithesin (0.4 ml/100 g bodyweight) and the scalp was incised along the midline. A small metal block with a thread was attached to the skull with dental cement. This device served as a mounting for eye caps which could be fitted with a little screw during monocular tests and removed again subsequently. Over the following 5 days of recovery the pigeons had free access to food and water and were then food deprived and maintained on 80% of their natural body weight.
The gritÁ/grain discrimination test required the birds to select small grains of common vetch (Vicia sativa) from pebbles of similar size (3 Á/4 mm length), shape, and color range. For this we used 30 grains and 30 g of pebbles (about 1000 in number) mixed in a tray and attached to the inside of their home cages. After an interval of 30 s starting from the first peck, the mixture was removed again. Two parameters were considered. First, the number of grains swallowed by the bird (calculated by the remaining grains in the grit) and second, the total number of pecks performed within the given period. We determined the index of percent discrimination accuracy by, number of swallowed grains ) 100/number of pecks.
After getting used to the task, each pigeon performed the test alternatingly under left and right monocular conditions. The animals completed 20 trials altogether (ten of each seeing condition) and were tested once a day.
Successive pattern discrimination
The pigeons were trained in a standard skinner box with a single translucent response key which could be illuminated. A food-hopper placed below the pecking key was operated by means of a solenoid switch. A food reward went along with a reinforcement light that lit up simultaneously. The chamber was illuminated by a house light. All relevant events were programmed with digital modular equipment which also counted the key pecking responses. The animals were trained in an autoshaping procedure to peck the key during the response time (key lit) and to avoid pecking it during intertrial intervals (key dark). After reaching criterion of 85% correct pecks in three sessions in row, they started with the successive pattern discrimination training. This also took place in a skinner box with a single response key onto which stimuli were back-projected with a microprojector. The position of the food hopper as well as those of the food and the house light were identical to the first box. One experimental session consisted of 40 trials. Using quasi-random sequences of Gellerman [8] , a triangle (S() and a circle (S') were presented 20 times each for 20 s. Pecks to the correct stimulus were reinforced by food for 3 s. During that period the key lights vanished. A peck on the negative pattern resulted in an extended S( presentation for 2 s per peck. Pecks during this extension period were registered but not taken into consideration for the calculation of the percent correct score of the animals. The experimental design started with a fixed ratio schedule (FR 1) but switched to a variable ratio schedule (VR 4) as soon as the birds reached or passed the 85% discrimination criterion in three consecutive sessions. After successively meeting the same criterion, the schedule was stepwise increased to VR8, VR16, and finally VR 32. Again, after completion of three consecutive sessions with at least 85% correct choices, monocular tests at the VR 32 level were conducted using eyecaps. Alternating between left and right monocular conditions, the birds had to finish 20 sessions (ten for each monocular condition). The critical dependent variables were the percent discrimination scores (number of pecks on correct pattern ) 100/number of pecks on incorrect pattern) and the total number of pecks (correct'incorrect).
Neuroanatomy
After completion of the behavioral part, the animals were anesthetized with Ketamine and Rompun (40 mg/ kg bodyweight each, i.m.) and perfused through the left cardiac ventricle with 0.9% NaCl (40 8C) followed by fixative (4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (4 8C, pH 7.2)). The brains were removed and kept in 4% phosphate buffer by adding 30% sucrose for 24 h at 4 8C and cryosectioned subsequently in frontal plane (30 mm). The slides were stained with cresylviolet and covered.
The avian optic tectum consists of 15 layers from which the first superficial one is a fiber layer through which axons from incoming retinal ganglion cells pass. The morphometric study of perikarya cross section sizes were conducted for the layers 2 Á/13 which constitute those laminae which receive retinal input and project to the nucleus rotundus*/the next pathway of the tectofugal pathway. In each animal and hemisphere, only the dorsolateral tectal section around the most lateral tip of the tectal ventricle at stereotaxic level A 3.75 (Karten and Hodos, 1967) were analyzed. The cross-sectional soma area of 50 neurons from each of laminae 2Á/13 and each side were measured. Thus, a total of 22 800 tectal neurons (19 birds ) two hemispheres ) 12 layers) 50 cells) were analyzed. In a previous analysis, several sample sizes from 20 to 300 neurons of lamina 13 had shown that the analysis of 50 cells is sufficient to yield a mean, close to the average of 300 neurons (within 5% of the standard error (S.E.)). Only neurons containing a clear nucleolus, a round and light-colored nucleus and visible Nissl substance in the cytoplasm were considered. A display of these cells was obtained with a Kappa CF8 camera attached to an Olympus BH-2 microscope with a )100 objective. With an image analyzing system ('Analysis' SIS, Mü nster) the boundaries of the cells could be encircled by tracking the image displayed on the video screen with a computer mouse. After an appropriate section of a layer was focused each soma within the boundaries of the monitor screen was measured to make sure all types of cells were considered. Layers with low cell densities required a slight shift of the microscope stage to the directly adjacent portion of the tectal section. This procedure was repeated until the sufficient number of neurons had been recorded.
Results
Grain Á/grit discrimination
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) of the pecking frequency and the discrimination accuracy with group (light/dark) as a between-subjects factor and seeing condition (left eye/right eye) as a within-subjects factor was calculated. For the pecking frequency no significant main effect for group (F (1,17) 
The analysis of discrimination accuracy revealed no significant group effect between light and dark incubated animals (F (1,17) 0 2.39, P 0.10), but a main effect of hemisphere (F (1,17) 028.70, P B0.001) and an interaction between group and hemisphere (F (1,17) 0 21.44, P B0.001). The light incubated pigeons showed a significant right eye dominance (Tukey's HSD test; P B 0.05), while there was no left Á/right difference for dark incubated birds (Tukey's HSD, P 0 0.98). As shown in Fig. 1 , the right eye performance of light incubated pigeons was higher than for all other conditions. Consequently, the left-eye discrimination levels of dark and light incubated animals did not differ (Tukey's HSD, P 0 0.99) while the right-eye performance was significantly higher in light than in dark incubated birds (Tukey's HSD, P B0.02).
Taken together, in light incubated animals behavioral asymmetry in visual discrimination accuracy was due to an increase of right-eye performance.
Successive pattern discrimination
In the pattern discrimination test we only used data sets of nine dark and seven light incubated birds, since three animals did not reach criterion despite intense training or had died before they could start with this experiment. The non-achievers did not had to be excluded due to problems with the discrimination as such but due to their reluctance to perform with the lean VR schedule.
Both groups, regardless of which eye was covered, achieved an average score of 98% accuracy, pointing to the ease with which the patterns could be distinguished by the animals. A MANOVA of the discrimination accuracy with group (light/dark) as a between-subjects factor and seing condition (left eye/right eye) as a within-subjects factor was calculated. For accuracy no significant main effect for group (F (1,14) 00.78, P 0.38) or for seing condition (F (1,14)00.10, P 0.75) could be revealed. Additionally there was no significant interaction (F (1,14) 00.10, P 0.75). Thus, discrimination accuracy did not differ between groups or monocular conditions.
A MANOVA of the number of pecks within one session revealed no main effect of group (F (1,14) 00.33, P 0.50), but significant effects of hemisphere (F (1,14) 014.0, P B0.01) as well as a significant interaction of group and hemisphere (F (1,14) 012.2, P B0.01). A post hoc test (Tukey's HSD) showed that for the light-incubated animals left and right eye seeing conditions differed significantly with a superiority of the right eye (P B 0.01). Dark incubated animals yielded no left Á/right eye differences in their performances. As shown in Fig. 2 , the left eye performance of light Fig. 1 . Mean percent discrimination accuracies of dark and light incubated birds using their left or their right eye in the grain Á/grit discrimination. Note that the asymmetry of the light incubated animals is due to an increase of right eye performance. Asterisk denotes significance at 5%-level, standard errors (S.E.) are indicated. Note that the asymmetry of the light incubated animals is due to an decrease of left eye performance. Single asterisk denotes significance at 5%, double asterisk at 1%-level, S.E. are indicated. incubated pigeons was lower than for all other conditions. Consequently, right-eye discrimination levels of dark and light incubated animals did not differ (Tukey's HSD, P 00.80) while the left-eye performance was significantly lower in light than in dark incubated birds (Tukey's HSD, P B 0.05).
Taken together, in light incubated animals behavioral asymmetry in visuomotor speed was due to a reduction of left-eye performance.
To visualize the extent of behavioral asymmetry for each pigeon, the asymmetry index (AI) was calculated for the grain Á/grit and the pattern discrimination task as follows:
The measure of performance was the average discrimination accuracy in the grain-grit and the average sum of pecks in the pattern discrimination task. AI can vary between (1 and '1. Negative values indicate a left eye superiority, 0 gives a symmetrical performance, and positive values indicates an asymmetry favoring the right eye. As shown in Fig. 3 , light incubation shifted the group scatter in direction of a right eye dominance. The extents of these AI-scatters measured in standard deviations were not systematically different between the dark (grain Á/grit, 0.172; pattern discrimination, 0.075) and the light incubated animals (grain Á/grit, 0.114; pattern discrimination, 0.105). This makes it likely that dark incubated animals were not constituted by a left-and right-eye dominant group of about equal size, but instead oscillated around 0.
Neuroanatomy
A comparison of cell soma sizes in single layers of left and right tectum revealed asymmetries of various extents. In order to better compare these data, the tectal layers were grouped according to the following scheme:
Layers 2Á/7 were grouped as those retinorecipient layers, where retinal fibers terminate [1] . Layers 8Á/12 were grouped as those retinoreceptive layers, which receive direct retinal input by ascending dendrites without projecting to the nucleus rotundus [19] . Layer 13 was separately analyzed since it constitutes the projection lamina to the rotundus [20] .
Left Á/right differences in tectal soma size between groups were analyzed performing a three-factorial MANOVA (group ) hemisphere )layer). This analysis revealed no overall effect of incubation method (F (1,13) 00.009) or of hemisphere (F (1,13) 00.974) on the soma size. Instead, soma size only depended on the three groups of layers (F (2,26) 0 200.62; P B 0.001). All interactions between these factors yielded no significant results (all P 's 0.06). Separate planned comparisons for each group of layer and incubation group on the soma size differences between the left and right hemisphere revealed a significant difference for the soma size of the left versus right hemisphere in layer 13 of light incubated animals (P B 0.03). To make the extent of the asymmetry for each group of layers visible, the percent soma size differences between left and right was calculated separately for each animal and layer by taking the soma mean of both sides as 100%. Larger profiles on the left side resulted in negative percent values while larger cross section areas on the right side gave positive percentages. These percent values were Fig. 3 . Individual asymmetry indices of dark and light incubated animals for their grain Á/grit discrimination accuracy and their visuomotor speed in the successive pattern discrimination task. Note that light incubation shifts the performance into the direction of right eye superiority. then averaged over all animals separately for each group of layers. (Fig. 4) .
Discussion
The present study clearly shows that visual asymmetry in discrimination tasks is induced by embryonic light stimulation in pigeons. Thus, this is a substantiation of a preliminary study in pigeons [10] and a replication of similar experiments in chicks [33, 34] . This light incubation-induced visual lateralization is very likely the result of a prehatch asymmetrical stimulation of the eyes, which is the consequence of the asymmetrical posture of avian embryos before hatch.
All light incubated animals revealed a pronounced right eye/left hemisphere dominance in both behavioral testing paradigms. A closer look at the results, however, reveals that in the gritÁ/grain task the marked right eye dominance in light incubated animals seems to be related to a selective enhancement of left hemispheric performance. In contrast, in the pattern discrimination test the right eye superiority follows from a decrease of the right hemisphere performance. As outlined above, the grain Á/grit and the successive discrimination task have the potential to specifically tease out different features of visually guided behavior, probably driven by divergent neuronal circuits. As in previous experiments [17, 27] , the grain Á/grit test yielded higher pecking accuracies with the right eye, which in turn led to consumption of more food grains. The number of countable pecks, a reliable indicator for motor speed, did not vary between the two seeing conditions. Therefore, the grain Á/grit task mainly seems to test perceptual processes without high demands on motor speed. The successive pattern discrimination with a VR32 schedule is exactly complementary. Here, reinforcement success largely depends on the speed of pecking. Of course, two highly dissimilar patterns have to be distinguished right at the beginning of a trial, but given the excellent perceptual and visuomnemonic capacities of pigeons, this aspect seems to come easy for the birds [5, 38] . Consequently, their right eye superiority was due to the number of pecks emitted, while the two monocular conditions did not differ with respect to the discrimination scores. This is identical to previous experiments [9, 13, 16, 18] . Thus, pattern discrimination with high VR schedules seems mainly to visualize an asymmetry in visuomotor speed. Taken together, light incubation seems to induce a visual left hemispheric dominance by modulating two different processes:
1. an increase of the capacity of the left hemisphere for visuoperceptual processes, and; 2. a decrease of the right hemispheric capacity for visuomotor speed.
This conclusion implies that the effects of embryonic light stimulation are not restricted to a simple unihemispheric enhancement of visual processing, but involve mechanisms selectively supporting some neural circuits in one hemisphere or inhibiting other systems in the other. Indeed, several recent experiments show that asymmetrical light stimulation results in cellular alterations in both hemispheres. Manns and Gü ntü rkü n [28] studied tectal GABA-and Parvalbumin-neurons (PV) and revealed that both cellular populations develop asymmetrical soma sizes only after embryonic light stimulation while dark incubation prevents the establishment of left Á/right differences. However, light engenders a significant size decrease of GABA-cells in the right tectum while it induces a significant shrinkage of PV-cells in the left tectal hemisphere. Since these neurons probably participate in different neuronal circuits, visual asymmetry is established by differently altering both left-and right-tectal systems.
In pigeons, visual lateralization depends largely on left Á/right differences within the tectofugal system. Consequently, the tectum displays a complex pattern of morphological asymmetries [11] . The tectum is also known to have ascending and descending projections which participate in perceptual and motor processes, respectively. The ascending projections lead via the thalamic nucleus rotundus to the ectostriatum in the forebrain. Lesions of these structures result in severe reductions of visuoperceptual processes without affecting motor behavior [4, 14] . Descending projections arising from the tectum topographically innervate premotor hindbrain regions, involved in movement control of eyes and head [30, 39] . Stimulation of these pathways elicits complex and spatially organized rapid head movements [3] . A recent study clearly shows ascending and descending projections to arise from completely separated tectal cell groups [21] . According to the present data these separate ascending and descending tectofugal streams are probably differently modulated by an asymmetrical embryonic light stimulation.
According to previous experiments control birds or light incubated animals display larger somata in the retinorecipient layers of the left tectum and larger cells in the right-sided lamina 13 [10, 27] . It is conceivable that this rightskew of lamina 13 neurons is due to their more numerous contralateral projections which results in a higher bilateral representation in the left rotundus [14, 15] . The light incubated pigeons of the present study evinced the same pattern, although, due to the small sample, the difference to the dark incubated birds reached only significance for lamina 13. However, despite this limitation for the retinorecipient laminae, the present experiment makes it likely that embryonic light stimulation not only induces behavioral but also morphological asymmetries at the tectal level.
The present study shows that dark incubated animals were not lateralized at the population level. They also seem not to be lateralized at the individual level since in both measures the asymmetry indices of the dark incubated birds oscillated around 0 and were thus not constituted by a strong left-and a strong right-eyed group of about equal size. Obviously, some dark incubated pigeons had left-or right-sided asymmetry indices of similar extent as the light incubated animals. Since, however, the standard deviations of both measures were not systematically larger in the dark compared with the light incubated group, it seems to be more parsimonious to assume that dark incubated pigeons constitute a single, non-lateralized group. In this case, light incubation would indeed induce the onset of visual asymmetry. The situation in chicks seems to be different for some measures. Several studies make it likely that asymmetry of imprinting seems to be genetically prewired in chicks and to also occur in dark incubated animals. For example, glutamate NMDA-receptor binding is two-fold higher in the right intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV) than in the left [23] . The IMHV is a forebrain area which is crucial for imprinting and other early learning processes. Consequently, imprinting seems to be mainly mediated by right forebrain mechanisms [21] . If, however, chicks are asymmetrically exposed to light before hatch, imprinting is mediated by the hemisphere which was visually stimulated [22] . Similarly, dark incubated chicks prevalently show right-hemispheric sleep patterns, while light incubated individuals shift to lefthemispheric sleeping bouts [29] . These example make it likely that some asymmetries can be altered by lateralized embryonic stimulation, but they don't need prehatch light to be established. Visual object lateralization in pigeons, however, seems indeed to be de novo induced by prehatching light. Indeed pigeons always leave their nest under natural conditions about 10 Á/20 times per day. Each of these moves only lasts a short while, but adds to about 30 min per day */a time frame sufficient to induce visual asymmetry (unpublished observations).
Taken together, the present study shows that the induction of visual asymmetry at the behavioral and at the morphological level in pigeons is achieved by altering neural circuits subserving perceptual and motor processes in both hemispheres. An absence of embryonic light stimulation asymmetry results in a symmetry of function in visual discrimination tasks.
